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for c three9 is trak9 instead of the modern tr&h or trill. It is
treated as a singular, with an ablative trayl, in verse 503 as
compared with the modern ablative plural treyav. For ' five \
besides the modern pants, we have the tatsama panca (79).
Other numerals, e.g. Mk, six, are treated as plurals. Cf. pi.
dat. vJiett (13).
Pronouns.—The pronoun of the first person calls for no
remarks. For the second person, the singular dative is not
only the modern &?, but also (13) tot/e^ a form not used in
modern Kashmiri. In the modern language, whenever the
pronoun of the second person appears in a sentence, it must
always also appear attached to the verb, as a pronominal
suffix. For instance, we most say M golu-tli, not $# tfol1*,
destroyed by thee. i.e. thou-destroyedst. But in one case (64),
Lalla omits the suffix and has &£ golu.
The modern word for £ this ' is yih. Lalla also has an older
form yuJi11 (for^'//w) (1, 20, 58), with a feminine ytfta (54).
The modern nominative masculine of the relative pronoun
yih is yuSj who. That this is derived from an older i/is* is
shown by LalltTs yusu (i.e. yuu) (20, 24, &c,). The feminine
is yosa (52), mod. yossa.
In addition to the usual indefinite pronoun keh, some one,
any one, Lalla has (55) a plural ageot kancttv, from which we
can deduce a 'nominative singular kond^^ unknown to the
modern language.
Under the head of phonetics, attention has been called to
the form gait it, for modern yutP, as much as.
Conjugations—In the modern language the conjunctive
participle ends in -it(Ji\ derived from the Sanskrit -tya, as in
having killed, corresponding to a quasi-Sanskrit
In Kashmiri poetry and in village talk this form
is sometimes used as a past participle. Thus, in the Siva-
parinaya, 1630, we have eJius boh kliasith, I am ascended, lit.
I am having ascended. In two passages Lalla gives this
participle an older form, more nearly approaching the original.
In 27, she has khd^'t'1, having ascended, and in the same verse
she has IdsH'1 (in the sense of the past participle), they lived
long. In the modern language, the word kelh is often

